Access to the conference venue

The IRTAD Conference will be held at the Ecole de l’aménagement durable des territoires (ENTPE). ENTPE is easily accessible by public transport from the Centre of Lyon.

Address: 3 rue Maurice Audin - 69518 VAULX en VELIN

**Access by Bus – Line C3 – Station “Vaulx-Hôtel de Ville – Campus”**

The C3 bus is direct from the centre of Lyon to ENTPE. It takes about 40 mn from the Hotel de Ville de Lyon to ENTPE. The C3 line crosses the following central districts of Lyon: Hotel de Ville, Cordeliers, Part-Dieu (main train station).

- Take C3 bus towards “Vaulx en Velin La Grappiniere”
- Stop at “Vaulx Hotel de Ville Campus”

**Access by Metro line A and Bus (C3, C8 or 57)**

This option is a little faster (about 30 mn) but requires a change from metro to bus. Metro Line A is one of the three metro lines of Lyon. It crosses most central districts of Lyon.

From the Centre of Lyon:
- Take Metro Line A towards “Vaulx en Velin la Soie”.
- Stop at "Laurent Bonnevay"
- Take Bus C3, C8 or 57
- Stop at “Vaulx Hotel de Ville Campus”

For more information, schedule and itinerary: [https://www.tcl.fr/en](https://www.tcl.fr/en)